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Electric vehicles

Glen Merritt <gjrdm@comcast.net>
Thu 12/15/2022 4:11 PM

To: Krall, Kyle (DNREC) <Kyle.Krall@delaware.gov>

Sir, unlike your staff I have experience as an electric utility executive.
With all the “green new deals” that we have been receiving I fear with the growth on the Penninsula and
with your refusal to admit that wind and solar cannot be relied upon for base load we are getting from
fossil fuel we are soon to be facing the same grid problems as your west coast mentor. The battery
technology does not exist and it’s development is not in the near future. With just our level of growth
brown outs and blackouts become a real possibility.
If you doubt me look at the situation your “friend “ in California is in.
All this and you want to force electric cars down our throats just because you want to please Gavin and
his tree hugging alies.
Could you answer a couple of questions.
Have they fixed the problem of electric cars catching fire in the garage of a dwelling?
When there is a car accident involving electric vehicles there will be battery damage and leakage. Will
this pose added danger to both passengers and emergency personnel?
Can you guarantee the required charging stations will be ready and place and that we can recharge a
vehicle battery in a timely manner ?
One more thing , with the way our carbon emissions have reduced more than anywhere else in the world
and other countries are doing nothing since we gave them developing nation status, where do you get
off telling me what I can drive and along those lines, what gives you the right to ignore the second
amendment? I find your liberal arrogance and your ability to ignore facts to be very disconcerting.

Sent from my iPhone


